
 
 

CRN KAMEN PEAK SUMMIT HIKE – JABLANICA MOUNTAIN 
 
The Jablanica mountain ranges lie to the north of Lake Ohrid in 
the borderland between Albania and Macedonia. Before 1990, 
the mountain was part of a restricted Yugoslavian-Albanian 
military zone. Today it is a part of the Balkan Green Belt. 
 
The uppermost karst parts are influenced by the maritime 
climate. Rich in animal and plant species and known for the 
medicinal herbs, Jablanica mountain is considered one of the 
most beautiful areas of Macedonia. 
 
While hiking to summit Crn Kamen peak, we are treated with 
expansive views over Lake Orhid and the surrounding 
countryside. It is evident why this region has UNSECO World 
Heritage status. 
 
Difficulty rating (Scale from 1 to 5, where 1 is easy and 5 is most difficult): 3/5 
 
Itinerary: 

x 8:00am - Departure from the hotel Inex Gorica to the village of Gorna Belica (1,316m/4,318’ above sea level) 
arriving at ~9:00 am  

x After short briefing and orientation with our professional mountain guide, we begin hiking towards Crn 
Kamen peak (2,257m/7,405’ above the sea level).  

x We will arrive at the peak after 2.5 - 3 hours of walking through technically easy and not too steep terrain 
(with the exception of the last part leading to the top)   

x Enjoy a short break at the summit (taking photos, enjoying the view, etc.) before descending toward a glacial 
lake for a lunch break (30 min)  

x Hike back to the village of Gorna Belica (1. 5 - 2 hours walking)    
x Upon arrival in Gorna Belica, we depart for Ohrid to arrive by 4:00pm 

 
What to bring: 
x Day pack containing: 

o Bottle of water 
o Sunglasses 
o Sunscreen 
o Waterproof/windproof jacket 
o Insulating layer (fleece jacket or similar) 
o Any other personal items needed 

x Hiking pants/shorts 
x Short or long sleeve shirt (quick drying/wicking material) 
x Hiking shoes and socks  
 
Inclusion: 
Transport with comfortable A/C car or minivan stocked with fresh fruits, snacks and water, Mountain guide, Lunch 
package  
 
Tour operator: 
Time for Macedonia  
 
Leader/guide: 
Bojan Pavlov 
E-mail:bojanpavlov@gmail.com, 
b.pavlov@timeformacedonia.com 
Mobile: +389 71 273 299 
 

Additional Contact: 
Aleksandra Kortoseva  
E-mail:akortoseva@gmail.com, 
a.kortoseva@timetotravel.com.mk 
Mobile: +389 78 334 411 

 
Minimum/maximum number of pax: 4 – 8 pax 
Cost per person: 45 Euros 
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